THE ONLY
PLACENTAL
PRODUCT
OF ITS KIND
ADVANCING REGENERATIVE
MEDICINE

Our bodies use stem cells to repair themselves,
however, our own stem cells are often inhibited
by injury, disease, or the aging process.
Regenerative therapies employing cell-based
therapies, are often synonymous with Stem Cell
Therapy or Tissue Engineering. These therapies
all provide potential successful treatment for the
cellular breakdown caused by inflammation and
tissue breakdown resulting in pain syndromes, as
well as certain systemic conditions, and overall
disease and dysfunction.
The implementation of Regenerative Medicine
shifts the paradigm of treatment into a focus on
healing rather than a focus on pain and dis-ease.
It utilizes biomedical substances that provide
potential to heal injuries and damaged or
degenerated and inflamed tissues by providing
bioactive molecules, stem cell building blocks
and growth factors that cause and accelerate the
body’s natural healing processes.

1. READY TO USE

StemVive® is delivered as a ready to use
flowable graft for precise delivery to the
treatment site.

2. CYROPRESERVED

StemVive® cryopreservation proprietary
process maximizes viability and the flowable’s
concentration.

3. IMMUNOGENIC

Placental tissues cause little to no immune
response in the receiving patient, which otherwise
may induce graft failure or fibrosis.

4. MINIMALLY MANIPULATED

Intended for homologous use, StemVive®
supplements the patient’s tissue and assists in the
body’s natural regenerative functions.

5. SAFETY & QUALITY

Procured through our proprietary process, we are
able to preserve biological purity and to remove any
antigens.

Stem cells are undifferentiated basic building blocks
of life that are found in the body’s tissues, organs,
and systems and are able to regenerate into

additional stem cells or differentiate into various

tissues. The most efficacious type of Stem Cell is

the Mesenchymal Stem Cell (MSC). When injected

into a patient’s body, placental tissues can activate
repair or replace damaged or degenerating tissue
by communicating with the surrounding cells thus
causing a cellular cascade of healing (paracrine
signaling) and regeneration.

StemVIVE®
StemVive® is a minimally-manipulated and highly
concentrated allograft flowable formula that is
specifically intended for injectable delivery in a
homologous manner (where particulate matrix is
contraindicated). It is the only placental allograft that
is able to sacrifice structure for more growth factors
and cell yield. Derived from donated placentas from
healthy mothers delivering babies by C-section,
StemViveTM provides a stemcell-based therapeutic
product intended to promote tissue regeneration and
healing. StemVive® includes minimally-manipulated
material from placental sources. The proprietary
StemVive® extraction process maximizes the bioactive cellular messaging components for optimal tissue
regenerative benefit.

